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Summary: Predicting geologic context from satellite data is a method used on Earth for exploration in areas with limited ground truth. The method can be used to predict facies likely to contain organic-rich shales. Such shales concentrate and preserve organics and are major repositories of organic biosignatures on Earth [1]. Since current surface conditions on Mars are unfavorable for development of abundant life or for preservation of organic remains of past life, the chances are low of encountering organics in surface samples. Thus, focusing martian exploration on sites predicted to contain organic-rich shales would optimize the chances of discovering evidence of life, if it ever existed on that planet.

Introduction: A major goal of the Mars exploration program is to determine if life ever evolved on that planet. This can only be accomplished if settings are indentified in which biosignatures are present in concentrations suitable for analysis. Potential biosignatures include 1) morphologically preserved fossils, 2) stromatolites, 3) biologically influenced minerals, and 4) organic chemical biomarkers (i.e., organic matter in sedimentary rocks). Among these biosignature types, it has been suggested that “the most easily detected and the least ambiguous would be accumulations of organic matter” [2].

Significant concentrations of organic matter occur in shales in some of the oldest sedimentary successions on Earth. These shales provide biomarkers of microbial life that existed on our planet nearly 3.5 billion years ago. Similar accumulations of organic-rich shales might be expected on Mars during its early history when the planet was wetter and more conducive to development of thriving biological systems. It is these types of sediments on which the Mars exploration program should focus to optimize the chances of discovering biosignatures, if they are present [1].

Follow the water, clays, etc.: Since water is a critical requirement for life, the first phase of martian exploration was focused on a “follow the water” strategy [5]. An adjunct to that strategy has been a focus on areas with clay minerals (phyllosilicates), since clays form in the presence of water. In addition, the fact that significant amounts of dissolved organic compounds can be adsorbed within smectite clays [6] has stimulated interest in searching for clays as repositories of potential organic biosignatures from the early wet - and thus most habitable - time on Mars [7].

However, the presence of phyllosilicates does not necessarily imply associated organics. Clays can form in settings lacking organic matter. The presence of phyllosilicates also says little about the length of time that water might have been present in the environment.

And critically, clays can accumulate and persist in environments where organics (though initially present) may have been destroyed by post-depositional processes such as oxidation, radiolysis, or perhaps photocatalytic decomposition, as has recently been suggested [8]. This is a concern on Mars, where surface oxidation appears to be significant over much of the planet’s surface, and oxidants such as perchlorates and possibly peroxides, have been postulated [e.g. 9-13]. While Kennedy et al. [6] have shown that adsorption of organic matter within smectite interlayers plays a role in organic preservation on Earth, it is not certain that comparable preservation would occur on Mars, since peroxides are stronger oxidants than terrestrial oxygen. In addition, in 2010, Shkrob et al. suggested that potential organics on Mars may be destroyed by photocatalytic decomposition due to reaction with particulate iron (III) oxides that are abundant in the martian surface [8]. These authors conclude that there may be “no safe haven” for organic compounds on the surface of Mars, since the process of photocatalytic decomposition involves small, mobile and highly reactive radicals.

Others have focused on different attributes of living systems, and there have been suggestions that Mars exploration should “follow the nitrogen” [14], “follow the energy” [15], “follow the carbon” [16], or “follow the chemistry” [17]. Each of these strategies captures important aspects of habitability or life, and each has different advantages and challenges.

However, aspects of all of the above can be incorporated within a strategy focused on predicting settings where martian life not only may have thrived, but also where its biosignatures would have been both concentrated and preserved; that is, settings where organic-rich shales would be expected.

Predictive Geology: Much is known about geologic settings in which organic-rich sediments occur. These types of sediments are source rocks for most of the oil and gas deposits on Earth. For decades, petroleum companies have studied source rock development on Earth as part of their assessment of hydrocarbon plays [18-21]. This body of knowledge can be applied beyond oil exploration, as the sedimentary processes resulting in accumulation and preservation of organic-rich shales are applicable to sediments of any age.

In general, organic-rich sediments are found in marine or lacustrine, basinal settings within distal,
quiet-water facies (20, 22-25). This is where in-situ living systems may have proliferated, where organic material is concentrated by transport processes, and where burial with associated muds and sometimes evaporites protects organic matter from oxidation. The processes resulting in the organic-rich sediments have occurred throughout geologic time on Earth and there are organic-rich shales known from sediments of all ages, including several examples in the early Archean with ages approaching 3.5 billion years.

A similar approach can be used for Mars [1, 26]. Since the lowland-highland dichotomy appears to have formed very early, in the pre-Noachian, and ancient rivers follow the current topographic gradient [27], present day topography can be used as first-pass guide to ancient and regional sedimentary settings. Orbital data can be used for designation of topography, river valleys, outflow channels, and catchment areas to define sediment sources and sinks. This sort of regional assessment can be fine-tuned with detailed geomorphology and minerology from the higher resolution spectrometers now orbiting Mars. From these types of assessments, facies can be predicted.

This approach was used in a study of thousands of mounds in Acidalia Planitia [26, 28]. Figs. 1-2 illustrate the location of sediment sources and predicted facies in sinks. The distal facies is where fine-grained, organic-rich sediments would be expected. These results provided context for interpreting the mounds as sedimentary diapirs most like terrestrial mud volcanoes.

Conclusions and Implications: Geologic facies can be predicted on Mars using satellite data. This approach can be used to optimize the search for organic biosignatures. Predictive geology also could target exploration aimed at other types of biosignatures, (e.g., stromatolites or morphologically preserved microorganisms) by identifying settings most likely to have sediments in which these types of biosignatures would occur. Finally, facies prediction on Mars could be applied beyond the search for life to questions related to more general geologic inquiry (e.g., best locations for hydrothermal deposits, salts, carbonates, silica, etc.).


Fig. 1. Sediment sources for the Chryse-Acidalia Embayment on MOLA base. Circles mark proposed ancient impact basins [29]. Dashed line shows catchment area based on channels (thin blue lines) mapped by Carr [30] and major outflows.

Fig. 2. General facies predicted for Chryse and Acidalia on stretched MOLA base. Arrows point to streamlined islands suggesting that water from circum-Chryse outflows continued into Acidalia.